
	

Cedarbrook	  Sauna	  + Steam – Family	  owned	  and	  operated	  since	  1971

We build  cedar  saunas , kits, sauna  doors , accessories  for commercial  saunas  & residential  sauna 
rooms — AND we have the expertise  to fit you with the right sauna heaters , steam room doors and 
steam room equipment. 

If you are ever in the Seattle  area, we have a showroom  just northeast  of the city where you'll find 
sauna and steam rooms plus accessories on display.

If you have any questions regarding saunas and steam rooms, we’re your resource!

Sweating the details since 1971

Brekke Lysaker
Management

r  friendly  staff  is ready  to answer  your  questions  on what  we do best : building  and designing 
sauna rooms and doors, selecting the sauna heater that best fits your needs and answering any other 
questions regarding sauna and steam rooms.
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GAS SAUNA HEATER ORDER FORM

(This Form must be included with each gas heater order)

The following information is necessary when ordering a gas heater.

Customer Name/Project Name: _______________________________

1. Size of the sauna room including height: _______ L X _______ W X _______ H

2. Wall Composition:

 ■ Framing Material:  _______________________ Type of Insulation:  _____________________

 ■ Interior Finish (Material)  _______________  Exterior Finish (Material)  _____________

3. The sauna room must be vented to the outside, not inside the sauna. How will it be vented 
(circle one)?

 ■ Is it vented out the back wall? Horizontally, Flue cap attachment (240/280 models)

 ■ Is it vented out the back wall? Vertically, elbow/drafthood attachments (245/285 models)

4. Natural Gas or Liquid Propane (choose one): ____________________________________

5. 60 Minute Timer or 24 Hour Commercial Timer: __________________________________

NOTE: 60-min timer is standard. 24-hour is for commercial use only and is available at additional cost.

6. Thickness of exterior wall:  ___________________________________________________

NOTE: A set of extensions must be purchased for walls thicker that 5 ½ “

7. What is the elevation above sea level?

NOTE: Location where the heater will be installed

 ■ What is the gas line pressure?

NOTE: Standard gas lines are 3-1/2” water column for Natural Gas and 11” for LP (Propane).

Natural gas requires a minimum 1/8 lb PSI, maximum ½ lb PSI.

8. Style of burner: Standing Pilot or Electronic PIEZO Style (upgrade):  __________________

NOTE: Standard burner comes with standing pilot generator. Upgrade to PIEZO style burner is 
available for and additional cost.




